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 All the Bright Places
by  Jennifer Niven

ISBN: 9780385755887
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 400
Price: $20.99

Theodore Finch is fascinated by death, and he constantly thinks of ways he might kill himself. But each time, something good, no matter how small, stops
him.
 
Violet Markey lives for the future, counting the days until graduation, when she can escape her Indiana town and her aching grief in the wake of her sister’s
recent death.
 
When Finch and Violet meet on the ledge of the bell tower at school, it’s unclear who saves whom. And when they pair up on a project to discover the
“natural wonders” of their state, both Finch and Violet make more important discoveries: It’s only with Violet that Finch can be himself—a weird, funny,
live-out-loud guy who’s not such a freak after all. And it’s only with Finch that Violet can forget to count away the days and start living them. But as
Violet’s world grows, Finch’s begins to shrink.

 Embassy Row #1
All Fall Down
by Ally Carter

ISBN: 9780545654746
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Embassy Row
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2015-01-20
Pages: 320
Price: $19.99

A new series of global proportions from master of intrigue and New York Times bestselling author Ally Carter.This exciting new series from New York
Times bestselling author Ally Carter focuses on Grace, who can best be described as a daredevil, an Army brat, and a rebel. She is also the only
granddaughter of perhaps the most powerful ambassador in the world, and Grace has spent every summer of her childhood running across the roofs of
Embassy Row.Now, at age sixteen, she's come back to stay -- in order to solve the mystery of her mother's death. In the process, she uncovers an
international conspiracy of unsettling proportions, and must choose her friends and watch her foes carefully if she and the world are to be saved.

 Best Friends through Eternity
by  Sylvia Mcnicoll

ISBN: 9781770497108
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tundra Books
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 192
Price: $19.99

Inspired by the true story of a teen who was killed at a railway crossing, the author weaves the tale of fourteen-year-old Paige, who, taking a shortcut
alongside the tracks to avoid the school bullies, is tragically hit by a train and transported to a surreal world where she encounters Kim, who died seven years
before. Convinced she is only dreaming, Paige must discover a way to return to her former life. Poignant, gripping, and full of unexpected twists and turns,
Best Friends through Eternity will resonate with readers who have struggled with cultural identity, a sense of belonging, and the real meaning of home.
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 Better Than Perfect

by  Melissa Kantor

ISBN: 9780062279231
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-09
Pages: 336
Price: $21.99

Juliet Newman has it all. A picture-perfect family; a handsome, loving boyfriend; and a foolproof life plan: ace her SATs, get accepted into Harvard early
action, and live happily ever after.
But when her dad moves out and her mom loses it, Juliet begins questioning the rules she's always lived by. Suddenly it's difficult for her to remember why
she cared so much about rocking Latin exams or snagging elite internships . . . or if her family was ever as happy as she thought they were. And then there's
Declan, the gorgeous boy who makes her feel alive and spontaneous--and who's totally off-limits.
Torn between the life she always thought she wanted and one she never knew was possible, Juliet begins to wonder: What if perfect isn't all it's cracked up to
be?

 Say You Will
by  Eric Walters

ISBN: 9780385684781
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 192
Price: $14.95

A funny, heartfelt novel about one high school boy's quest for a prom date, perfectly time for the surge in realistic YA. 
     Sam is not exactly what you'd call a regular guy: while his IQ is stratospheric, his social skills don't quite rank as high, and his dating history: well, there's
no history to speak of . . . yet. But Sam has set out to finally fit in. He's resolved to get some answers wrong in class; to stop getting perfect marks on his
assignments; to get to know some people other than Ian and Brooke, his two closest (okay, only) friends--and find himself a prom date. And the prom is on
everyone's mind: Sam's school has become swept up by promposals--in other words, very elaborate, very public scenes in which someone is asked to the
prom. Sam thinks he might have found the inspiration he needs to ask the girl dreams out for a perfect night at the prom--as well as the unforgettable way to
do it.

 Seeker
by  Arwen Elys Dayton

ISBN: 9780385744072
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Seeker
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 448
Price: $21.99

The night Quin Kincaid takes her Oath, she will become what she has trained to be her entire life. She will become a Seeker. This is her legacy, and it is an
honour.
   As a Seeker, Quin will fight beside her two closest companions, Shinobu and John, to protect the weak and the wronged. Together they will stand for light
in a shadowy world.
   And she'll be with the boy she loves--who's also her best friend.
   But the night Quin takes her Oath, everything changes.
   Being a Seeker is not what she thought. Her family is not what she thought. Even the boy she loves is not who she thought.
   And now it's too late to walk away.
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 Shadow Scale

A Companion to Seraphina
by Rachel Hartman

ISBN: 9780385668606
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 608
Price: $21.00

The hotly anticipated sequel to The New York Times bestseller Seraphina! 
A dragon war comes to Goredd in the much-anticipated sequel to the Governor General's Award-nominated novel Seraphina by Rachel Hartman.
As Seraphina Dombegh travels the Southlands in search of the other half-dragons to help in the war effort, the dragon general Comonot and his Loyalists
fight against the upstart Old Guard with the fate of Goredd and the other human countries hanging in the balance.
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 Tear You Apart

by  Sarah Cross

ISBN: 9781606845912
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Egmont USA
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 384
Price: $19.99

If you want to live happily ever after, first you have to stay alive.
 
Viv knows there's no escaping her fairy-tale curse. One day her beautiful stepmother will feed her a poison apple or convince her on-again-off-again
boyfriend, Henley, to hunt her down and cut out her heart before she breaks his. In the city of Beau Rivage, some princesses are destined to be prey.

But then Viv receives an invitation to the exclusive club where the Twelve Dancing Princesses twirl away their nights. There she meets Jasper, an
underworld prince who seems to have everything--but what he really wants is her. He vows to save her from her dark fate if she'll join him and be his queen.

All Viv has to do is tear herself away from the huntsman boy who still holds her heart. Then she might live to see if happily ever after is a promise the prince
can keep. But is life as an underworld queen worth sacrificing the true love that might kill her?

Praise for Tear You Apart:
"Cross keeps readers guessing as she unfolds her mashup . . . with s ...

 Twisted Fate
by  Norah Olson

ISBN: 9780062272041
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 272
Price: $21.99

The moment a mysterious boy moves in next door to Sydney and Allyson Tate, both of their lives begin to change in ways that neither of them can ignore.
When Allyson meets Graham Copeland, she instantly feels like he's a kindred spirit--shy and awkward like her, someone who has trouble making friends. It's
almost impossible to resist having a crush on him. 
As usual, Sydney sees things differently than her sister. In her mind, Graham's odd personality and secretive past scream psychopath, not sweetheart. Her gut
is telling her to stay away from him and to protect a love-struck Allyson from her own naÃ¯vetÃ©. But despite her instincts, Sydney is surprised to realize
that a part of her is drawn to Graham, too. And the more Sydney gets to know him, the more she realizes just how right--and wrong--she is about everything.
A complex and engrossing story told by unforgettable characters, Twisted Fate is a compulsively readable novel, teeming with suspense.

 Unchanged
by  Jessica Brody

ISBN: 9780374379896
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Unremembered Trilogy
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 432
Price: $20.50

So many secrets are buried within these compound walls.  I used to be one of those secrets. After returning to the Diotech compound and undergoing an
experimental new memory alteration, Seraphina is now a loyal, obedient servant to Dr. Alixter and the powerful company that created her. Happy and in love
with Kaelen, another scientifically-enhanced human designed to be her perfect match, Sera's history with a boy named Zen is just a distant memory from a
rebellious past she longs to forget.But as Sera and Kaelen embark on a nationwide tour to promote Diotech's new product line-a collection of controversial
genetic modifications available to the public-Sera's mind starts to rebel. She can't stop the memories of Zen from creeping back in.As more secrets are
revealed, more enemies are uncovered, and the reality of a Diotech-controlled world grows closer every day, Sera will have to choose where her true
loyalties lie, but it's a choice that may cost her everything she's ever loved.
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 Vanishing Girls

by  Lauren Oliver

ISBN: 9780062224101
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-27
Pages: 368
Price: $23.99

Dara and Nick used to be inseparable, but that was before--before Dara kissed Parker, before Nick lost him as her best friend, before the accident that left
Dara's beautiful face scarred. Now the two sisters, who used to be so close, aren't speaking. In an instant, Nick lost everything and is determined to use the
summer to get it all back.
But Dara has other plans. When she vanishes on her birthday, Nick thinks Dara is just playing around. But another girl has vanished, too--nine-year-old
Madeline Snow--and as Nick pursues her sister, she becomes increasingly convinced that the two disappearances may be linked.
In this edgy and compelling novel, New York Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver creates a world of intrigue, loss, and suspicion as two sisters search to
find themselves, and each other.

 We All Looked Up
by  Tommy Wallach

ISBN: 9781481418775
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 384
Price: $21.99

Four high school seniors put their hopes, hearts, and humanity on the line as an asteroid hurtles toward Earth in this contemporary novel.They always say
that high school is the best time of your life. Peter, the star basketball player at his school, is worried "they" might actually be right. Meanwhile Eliza can't
wait to escape Seattle--and her reputation--and perfect-on-paper Anita wonders if admission to Princeton is worth the price of abandoning her real dreams.
Andy, for his part, doesn't understand all the fuss about college and career--the future can wait. Or can it? Because it turns out the future is hurtling through
space with the potential to wipe out life on Earth. As these four seniors--along with the rest of the planet--wait to see what damage an asteroid will cause,
they must abandon all thoughts of the future and decide how they're going to spend what remains of the present.

 We Are All Made of Molecules
by  Susin Nielsen

ISBN: 9781770497795
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tundra Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 256
Price: $19.99

Thirteen-year-old Stewart Inkster is academically brilliant but "ungifted" socially. Fourteen-year-old Ashley Anderson is the undisputed "It" girl of grade
nine, but her marks stink. Their worlds are about to collide when Stewart and his dad move in with Ashley and her mom. "The Brady Bunch" it isn't. Stewart
is trying to be 89.9% happy about it, but Ashley is 110% horrified. She already has to hide the truth behind her parents' divorce; "Spewart" could further
threaten her position at the top of the social ladder. They are complete opposites. And yet, no matter their differences, they share one thing in common:
they--like the rest of us--are all made of molecules.
     Written in alternating voices, Susin Nielsen deftly explores family tragedy and family ties; sibling rivalry and union; and adolescent confusion and
revelation.
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 What If I'm an Atheist?

A Teen's Guide to Exploring a Life Without Religion
by  David Seidman

ISBN: 9781582704074
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon Pulse
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 256
Price: $23.99

Can you have guidance without God? This thoughtful, one-of-a-kind guide offers answers to all of your questions about atheism and nonbelief.Have you
ever wondered what religion and belief means for your life? Maybe you believe in nothing at all. Does that mean you're an atheist? What does atheism even
mean? Regardless of the religious background you grew up with, it's natural to question what you believe...or what you don't. Establishing your views about
religion and spirituality is part of becoming an individual, but outside pressures can make it tough to know what is right for you. What If I'm an Athiest?
offers a thoughtful exploration of how atheism or the absence of religion can impact your life. From discussing the practical significance of holidays to
offering conversation starters and tips, this guide is an invaluable resource about religion, spirituality, and the lack thereof. This compassionate,
nonjudgmental guide includes peer interviews featuring both religious and atheist teens and provides a safe space to find answers to the questions you may
not want ask out loud, so you can decide what you believe--or don't--for yourself.

 What Waits in the Woods
by Kieran Scott

ISBN: 9780545691116
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2015-04-01
Pages: 288
Price: $19.99

An un-putdownable thriller with twists and turns the reader won't see coming, from YA talent Kieran Scott.
It's a beautiful, sunny day. Callie Velasquez holds hands with her boyfriend Jeremy as they follow Callie's new BFFs Penelope and Lissa up the trail. The
four friends are embarking on a camping trip -- a trip that immediately goes awry.
They lose their way on the trail, and encounter a charismatic stranger with questionable motives. And when Callie stumbles upon a dead body, it becomes
clear that the danger that lies in the woods is deadlier than she could have ever imagined.
Tensions mount and friendships are tested as these teenagers try to survive the most sinister of circumstances.

 The Wicked Will Rise
by  Danielle Paige

ISBN: 9780062280701
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Dorothy Must Die
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 432
Price: $21.99

My name is Amy Gumm--and I'm the other girl from Kansas.
After a tornado swept through my trailer park, I ended up in Oz.
But it wasn't like the Oz I knew from books and movies. Dorothy had returned, and she was stealing magic from the land. The Wizard was back. Glinda
could no longer be called the Good Witch. And the Wicked Witches who were left? They'd joined forces as the Revolutionary Order of the Wicked, and they
wanted to recruit me.
My mission? Kill Dorothy.
And when a group of former--possibly still--Wicked Witches tells you to do something, it's kind of hard to say no. Except my job as assassin didn't work out
as planned. Dorothy is still alive. The Order has vanished. And the home I couldn't wait to leave behind might be in danger.
Somehow, across a twisted and divided land, I have to find Nox and the rest of the Order, protect the true ruler of Oz, take Dorothy and her henchmen
down--and try to figure out what I'm really doing here. But in a place where the line between good and evil shifts with a strong gust of wind, who am I
supposed to trust? 
And who is actually Wicked?
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 The Winner's Crime

by  Marie Rutkoski

ISBN: 9780374384708
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Winner's Trilogy
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 416
Price: $20.50

A royal wedding is what most girls can only dream about. It means one celebration after another: balls, fireworks, and revelry until dawn. But to Kestrel it
means living in a cage of her own making. As the wedding approaches, she aches to tell Arin the truth about her engagement-that she agreed to marry the
crown prince just to guarantee Arin's freedom-if she could only trust him. Yet can she even trust herself? Kestrel is becoming very good at deception. She's
working as a spy in the court. Kestrel's running a high risk, but she has always been tempted by a gamble. If caught, she'll be exposed as a traitor to her
country. Yet even as the danger grows, she can't help searching for a way to change her ruthless world . . . and she is close to uncovering a shocking secret. ;

 Woven
by Michael Jensen

ISBN: 9780545685726
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2015-02-01
Pages: 352
Price: $20.99

Two unlikely allies must journey across a kingdom in the hopes of thwarting death itself.
All his life, Nels has wanted to be a knight of the kingdom of AvÃ«rand. Tall and strong, and with a knack for helping those in need, the people of his sleepy
little village have even taken to calling him the Knight of Cobblestown.
But that was before Nels died, murdered outside his home by a mysterious figure.
Now the young hero has awoken as a ghost, invisible to all around him save one person -- his only hope for understanding what happened to him -- the
kingdom's heir, Princess Tyra. At first the spoiled royal wants nothing to do with Nels, but as the mystery of his death unravels, the two find themselves
linked by a secret, and an enemy who could be hiding behind any face.
Nels and Tyra have no choice but to abscond from the castle, charting a hidden world of tangled magic and forlorn phantoms. They must seek out an ancient
needle with the power to mend what has been torn, and they have to move fast. Because soon Nels will disappear forever.

 Zom-B Bride
Volume 10
by  Darren Shan

ISBN: 9781443415354
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 240
Price: $16.99

It began in Ireland: the onslaught of zombies that leaves villages in ruins and corpses in their wake. As the carnage spreads, teenager B Smith is pulled into a
terrifying adventure that forces her to confront her deepest insecurities and provocative moral dilemmas. 
  Ferociously bold, furiously paced and deliciously horrifying, the Zom-B series is a sprawling epic that holds readers in its grip through every plot twist.
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 Zom-B

Volume 11
by  Darren Shan

ISBN: 9781443415385
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 192
Price: $16.99

It began in Ireland: the onslaught of zombies that leaves villages in ruins and corpses in their wake. As the carnage spreads, teenager B Smith is pulled into a
terrifying adventure that forces her to confront her deepest insecurities and provocative moral dilemmas.
Ferociously bold, furiously paced and deliciously horrifying, the Zom-B series is a sprawling epic that holds readers in its grip through every plot twist.
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